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The golden era of NLP

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/24/science/artificial-intelligence-ai-gpt3.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/24/science/artificial-intelligence-ai-gpt3.html


We are approaching a 
point of “artificial fluency” 
that is hard to ignore!



The golden era of NLP

“It is impossible to review the specifics of your tenure file 
without becoming enraptured by the vivid accounts of your 
life. However, it is not a life that will be appropriate for a 
member of the faculty at Indiana University, and it is with 
deep regret that I must deny your application for tenure. 
... Your lack of diplomacy, your flagrant disregard for the 
feelings of others,(...), and, frankly, the fact that you often take 
the side of the oppressor, leads us to the conclusion that 
you have used your tenure here to gain a personal 
advantage and have failed to adhere to the ideals of this 
institution.”

https://www.gwern.net/GPT-3#indiana-jones-tenure-denial
https://www.gwern.net/GPT-3#indiana-jones-tenure-denial


TL;DR: meaning may be 
decoupled from 
(perceived) competence 
(was Searle right all 
along?)



Are we there yet?
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Caveat

The literature is utterly insane: while I did my best to review even very recent 
papers, it’s likely the views represented here are only a partial overview of the 
current landscape. 

We aim to review in a fairly non-technical manner the current debate on meaning, 
and point to further readings when appropriate: generally speaking, we shall 
defend the boring view that large language models are both interesting and 
incomplete. As the wise man said:

“To say anything good about anyone is beyond the scope of this talk”

https://cs.fit.edu/~kgallagher/Schtick/Serious/McDermott.AI.MeetsNaturalStupidity.pdf


Semantics and good ol’ NLP



“Meaning” (“semantics”) means many things

● Lexical semantics
○ Words, e.g. the meaning of “cat”, which is different from (but related to) “dog”, and also different 

from (and not related to) “Rome”.

● Compositional semantics
○ Chunks, e.g. semantics for noun phrases: “dress”, “black dress”, “black long dress” - adding 

adjectives modifies the meaning of the noun (in this case, restrict its extension).
○ Full sentence, e.g. entailment: “every man is mortal”,  “Socrates is a man” entail “Socrates is 

mortal”; pragmatic implicatures etc.

● There is also a bunch of related concepts:
○ Syntactic parsing used to be considered a prerequisite for semantics (“Dog bites man” vs “man 

bites dog”).
○ We are often asked whether “model X understands language”; usually understanding 

presupposes handling meaning correctly.



Meaning in Frege (Montague etc.): words are sets

● Lexical meaning as reference 
provided by an interpretation 
function: meaning requires words 
and a world

● Semantics as (mainly) functional 
composition

● Sentence > lexical semantics
● Can do:

○ Zero-shot generalization
○ Entailment
○ Extensional vs Intensional

● Can’t do:
○ How is the “interpretation function” 

learned in the first place?
○ Relations between words: “Rome” is 

more similar to “Berlin” than “cat”

Pa & Qa

a



Meaning in Mikolov et al.: words are vectors

● Lexical meaning as points in a 
vector space (“embeddings”): no 
reference to external world

● Semantics as (mainly) vector 
composition

● Lexical semantics > sentence

CAT IS FURRY

CAT ???FURRY

Corpus

Training

IS

I

O



Meaning in Mikolov et al.: words are vectors

man : woman = king : queen

● Can do:
○ Learn from corpora
○ Vector semantics is rich: analogies, 

synonyms etc.

● Can’t do:
○ Zero-shot generalization
○ Logical symbols (e.g. NOT)

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/rvecs.pdf


Doing things with words meanings

● People interested in Montague-style semantics are typically logicians, linguists, 
philosophers: they are building explanations around language (the notion of 
truth, logical consequence etc.)

● People interested in embeddings are typically computer scientists / NLP 
practitioners: they are building applications through computation (text 
classification, sentiment analysis, entity extraction - corpora is the natural input)



All models are wrong, maybe some will be useful

● Even just restricting our attention to lexical semantics, “words as vectors” and 
“words as sets” fall short of capturing two fundamental dimensions of meaning:

○ Referential: point, recognize, name etc. nothing in word2vec is about referential knowledge
○ Inferential: paraphrase, explain, entail etc. very little in model-theory is about word-level 

inference (outside of special logical words)

https://www.amazon.com/Lexical-Competence-Language-Speech-Communication/dp/0262517167
https://www.amazon.com/Lexical-Competence-Language-Speech-Communication/dp/0262517167


The best of both worlds?

● While not surprising that different “scientific tribes” may have different interest, 
some practitioners have been tried to combine the two views in a principled 
way, but it’s fair to say that practical impact has been limited.

https://aclanthology.org/2014.lilt-9.5.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2014.lilt-9.5.pdf


We lack a good model of 
what “meaning” is. If syntax 
is a parse tree, what is 
meaning?



There’s more to read - Part 1

● A great intro talk (with slides) on distributional methods and their relation to 
structuralism, by Piero Molino

● A long survey on word meaning in human and machines
● The SEP entry on word meaning, by Luca Gasparri
● On the lexical information encoded in embeddings, and how it aligns with human 

judgment, a recent article in Nature Human Behavior; a nice article on how meaning 
of words change over time and vectors can be “re-aligned” by Federico Bianchi

● On recovering compositionality for noun phrases from vectors, see the classic here  
from Baroni and Zamparelli, and our own work on learning NP semantics through 
data collected on a search engine.

 

https://w4nderlu.st/teaching/structuralism-and-self-supervised-learning
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.01766
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/word-meaning/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-022-01316-8.pdf?proof=tConcernant
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.06519
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.5555/1870658.1870773
https://aclanthology.org/2021.naacl-main.348.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.naacl-main.348.pdf


From words to sentences



Transformers

● Classical word embeddings are 
static (i.e. “bank” has one vector)

● BERT combines contextual 
embeddings (see also ELMo) with 
a new sequential architecture: 
“bank of the river” and “bank with 
the atm” receive a different 
representation 

● As Transformers shift focus to 
sentences, sentence > lexical 
semantics but != from formal 
semantics

CAT IS FURRY

CAT [ MASK ] FURRY
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O

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.04805.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.05365.pdf


Prediction

Transformers

CAT IS FURRY

word2vec is mostly about words BERT is mostly about sentences*

CAT IS FURRY

Tokenizer

Prediction

.7 .7 .1 .6 .7 .8 .6 .2 .5

X Y Z

P Q R

* Note: it is possible to recover word vectors.

Aggregation

https://aclanthology.org/N19-1063.pdf


Transformers 
improved 
performance in most 
NLP tasks



BERTology

● From BERT, a long list of 
“children” have spawned: 
RoBERTa, DeBERTa, DistillBERT, 
etc.

● While BERT is small by today’s 
standards (it can fit on this 
laptop comfortably), its 
complexity and 
“black-box-ness” motivated 
several studies to understand 
what “it knows”.   

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.11692
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2006.03654.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.01108
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12327
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12327


BERTology

Syntax (UNCLEAR)

BERT latent space encodes information about syntactic parse trees (in the same 
sense as word2vec encodes analogies)... BUT researchers showed that explicit 
syntactic information during training doesn’t help and that the actual word order 
doesn’t matter much … BUT indeed the order does matter when lexical semantics 
is not enough.

https://aclanthology.org/N19-1419.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.06788
https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.230/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.230/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06204
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06204


BERTology

Lexical semantics (YES)

● BERT outperforms word2vec on word similarity and relatedness datasets 

Probable completions (MOSTLY)

● “He complained that after she kissed him, he couldn’t get the red color off his 
face. He finally just asked her to stop wearing that ___” (BERT: lipstick)

Logical symbols (NO)

● Negation is poorly handled 

https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.431.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.13528.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.13528.pdf


BERTology

Common-sense in two sentences (NO)

● “In each case, BERT provides completions that are sensible in 
the context of the second sentence, but that fail to take into 
account the context provided by the first sentence”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.13528.pdf


Old dog, old tricks

● While BERT constitutes a decisive step forward in language processing, its 
semantics is still primitive upon closer examination. 

● Even using understanding as a spectrum, and adopting the shallowest 
possible notion of semantics, a model that fails with negation, changes 
predictions between paraphrases, and fails to generalize outside of training 
can hardly be considered semantically proficient.

https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.442.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/N18-1175/


Old dog, old tricks

● Aside from specific shortcomings, more general arguments have been made 
against the idea that BERT understands English.

● Crucially, they all go back to the very first idea we described today, i.e. the 
referential nature of language: since BERT (like word2vec before) only learns 
from textual data, it will never generalize a semantics: “you can’t learn Finnish 
from the radio alone”.

https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.463.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.463.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.tacl-1.62.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.tacl-1.62.pdf


Does anybody care?

● While it is definitely a worthwhile endeavor to 
counteract the hype (and point out that many tests 
currently overestimate BERT ability), most 
practitioners just welcomed the added performance 
and relatively ease-of-use of Transformer methods.

● In the last month alone, BERT has been 
downloaded 22 M times and it’s heavily used in 
social sciences:

○ Best case scenario: for many practical applications, shallow 
understanding is enough for the target use case.

○ Worst case scenario: we are drawing many real-world 
conclusion from shaky foundations. 

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1720347115
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-022-01312-y


There’s more to read - Part 2

● The original transformer paper and the annotated transformer tutorial
● BERTology is a great introduction to recent attempts at explaining BERT 

behavior
● Testing models on out-of-distribution samples is critical: behavioral testing with 

CheckList is a recent, well-thought approach.
● A fantastic work on the shortcomings of BERT when learning logical reasoning 

(hint: statistical features fail to generalize) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03762?context=cs
http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/annotated-transformer/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12327
https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.442/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11502


We need a bigger boat



GPT-3: is scale all you need?

● In 2020, OpenAI trained a new 
version of their language model, 
but at unprecedented scale:

○ BERT 345M vs GPT-3 175B params
○ 40GB of English web text available on 

the internet

● Just training to predict the next 
word gives the model impressive 
learning abilities with scale. 

CAT IS FURRY

Corpus

Training

CAT IS ???

FURRY

I

O

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/openai-assets/research-covers/language-unsupervised/language_understanding_paper.pdf


GPT-3: is scale all you need?

● In 2020, OpenAI trained a new 
version of their language model, 
but at unprecedented scale:

○ BERT 345M vs GPT-3 175B params
○ 40GB of English web text available on 

the internet

● Just training to predict the next 
word gives the model impressive 
learning abilities with scale. 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/openai-assets/research-covers/language-unsupervised/language_understanding_paper.pdf


Learning from instructions

BERT GPT-3



Learning from instructions



New dog, new trick

● Remember the common sense test on multiple sentences that BERT 
failed? GPT3 doesn’t 



New dog, new trick

● Remember the common sense test on multiple sentences that BERT 
failed? GPT3 doesn’t 



New dog, new trick

● Remember the superlative test that BERT failed? GPT3 doesn’t 



GPT3ology

● GPT3 exhibits emergent properties: 
even if trained only to predict the 
next word, it learns to solve many 
different tasks without being 
explicitly taught to do so: e.g.

○ Performing arithmetic operations (“What 
is 2+2?”)

○ Translate from English to French
○ Answering factual questions (“what is 

the capital of Italy?”)
○ Data cleaning

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.09911.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


A ladder to the moon?

● As usual, not all that glitters is gold: GPT3 struggles with many common-sense 
questions, and its impressive performance depends also on the data it is 
trained on, which at least partially invalidates the claim that “it knows 
arithmetics” (being addition defined over an infinite set of inputs, generalizing 
the rule should make training frequency irrelevant)

https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/22/1007539/gpt3-openai-language-generator-artificial-intelligence-ai-opinion/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/22/1007539/gpt3-openai-language-generator-artificial-intelligence-ai-opinion/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.05055.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.07206
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/22/1007539/gpt3-openai-language-generator-artificial-intelligence-ai-opinion/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/22/1007539/gpt3-openai-language-generator-artificial-intelligence-ai-opinion/


A ladder to the moon?

● The philosophical question therefore remains: as impressive as GPT3 is, aren’t 
we “just” building a bigger ladder (word2vec -> BERT -> GTP3), that will never 
get us to the moon?

● Note that the “radio” argument applies also here: GPT3 has been trained only 
on text, with no reference to the outside world.

https://chrisgpotts.medium.com/is-it-possible-for-language-models-to-achieve-language-understanding-81df45082ee2#:~:text=Such%20models%20do%20not%20succeed,a%20baby%20gets%20to%20experience.
https://chrisgpotts.medium.com/is-it-possible-for-language-models-to-achieve-language-understanding-81df45082ee2#:~:text=Such%20models%20do%20not%20succeed,a%20baby%20gets%20to%20experience.


A ladder to the moon?

● Yes and no
● Yes, as the philosophical arguments still stand
● No, as, in all fairness, we are basically scratching the surface of what large 

language models can do: 
○ Reason “step by step”
○ Learn spatial grounding  (left, right…) with few examples
○ Process visual input implicitly

● In particular, emergent behavior is surprising, and totally not predictable, which 
is in itself an interesting fact that calls for a scientific explanation.

TL;DR: It is unfair to brush off GPT3 achievements as just a “stochastic parrot”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11916
https://openreview.net/forum?id=gJcEM8sxHK
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13884
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445922


A ladder to the moon?

● Emergent properties make it very hard to 
predict the behavior of models as scale 
increases: “further scaling will likely endow 
even- larger language models with new 
emergent abilities”

● Consider the semantic failures for BERT, 
solved by GPT3, or the failures for GPT3 
(right), solved by PaLM. Scale may indeed be 
very surprising!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.07682
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.07682
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.07682
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.08361v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.08361v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.07682
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.07682


A broken dynamics

● The optimist vs the pessimist
○ Optimist trains (say) BERT and is excited about how many new things it can do, including some 

“semantic tasks”
○ Pessimist points out that BERT, however impressive, cannot indeed solve example X, so does it 

really understand?
○ Optimist trains a new model, GPT3, that indeed solves example X, but now pessimist points out 

example Y, and so on

At this rate of progress, pointing out specific failures is not a safe bet for 
pessimist: you can always get refuted in 6 months!

Shifting goalposts in the pessimist camp implies something unsettling: having 
decent performance in many cases may not indeed require semantics at all - that is 
why it is increasingly hard to find examples where GPTX would fail.



A broken dynamics

● While the pessimist rightly points out 
that being “better than human” at 
dataset X likely means X is not useful 
anymore, the optimist (rightly) replies 
that benchmarks are to some extent 
essential to the discipline and, more 
interestingly, that if we overgrow a 
test we considered impossible 3 
years ago, that is certainly some 
progress.

YOU ARE HERE!



A broken dynamics

● Chomsky famously argued against 
sequential models of language (e.g. 
HMM), as they could not account for 
long-range dependencies. 

● The same argument is now 
empirically much weaker, as syntax 
seems “within grasp” (esp. vs 
semantics).

● Crucially, nobody - especially 
pessimists - expected scale to work 
so well: this is a surprising fact that 
no theory explains.

GPT3 achieved 
nothing. Zero.



A broken dynamics

● Is it really possible to make so much 
practical progress while solving the 
wrong problem?

● It certainly is (logically) possible, but 
somehow equivalent of flying a 
rocket to the moon without learning 
anything interesting about orbits and 
their physics.

○ Even if we didn’t solve language per se, it 
is hard to believe that there is no lesson 
to be learned.

GPT3 achieved 
nothing. Zero.



A broken dynamics

● The argument that GPT3 learns 
(almost) everything (“anything goes”) 
is correct as an argument to the 
effect that transformers inductive 
biases are weak compared to 
humans.

● The same argument made after 
training is less convincing, as GPT3  
has a decent (not perfect!) idea of 
what is possible and what is not in 
English (right).



Isn’t language just 
much easier to 
imitate than what we 
previously thought?



There’s more to read - Part 3

● A balanced account on the importance of reference for meaning
● Are we under-hyping AI?
● A critical view on GPT3
● Some even more recent large language models: PaLM (540 Bn parameters) 

and LaMDA for dialogue
● A fantastic overview of large language models across many tasks and 

architectures, Big Bench
● Our own work on neural networks learning a language through interactions: 

can meaning emerges implicitly from collective problem solving (e.g. 
Convention 1969)?

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://chrisgpotts.medium.com/is-it-possible-for-language-models-to-achieve-language-understanding-81df45082ee2%23:~:text%3DSuch%2520models%2520do%2520not%2520succeed,a%2520baby%2520gets%2520to%2520experience.&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1657663740510886&usg=AOvVaw0JfbxfgZVJemTKXRLYr_Wq
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.08300.pdf
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/22/1007539/gpt3-openai-language-generator-artificial-intelligence-ai-opinion/
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html
https://blog.google/technology/ai/lamda/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.04615.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/logcom/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/logcom/exac022/6548838


A brave new world



A whole new era for fake news

“A photo of Totoro standing 
bravely in front of a large tank 
on the road”

“Photograph of Apes 
attending the World Economic 
Forum in Davos”

“Photograph of a Banksy 
graffiti about Totoro holding a 
flower on a wall in Shinjuku”

https://twitter.com/hardmaru/status/1530802490479849472?s=21&t=zGuZ5wVQ8ODpE530Np7d-A
https://twitter.com/hardmaru/status/1528728535183261698/photo/1
https://twitter.com/akbirkhan/status/1527606093504995328?s=21&t=V1aMn2ATMy1W8DfdaBkTdA


It is increasingly hard 
to spot AI generated 
content!



A Tweet-size Turing 
test is now almost 
meaningless



What happens now?

● OpenAI and Google recently released new models working with text and 
images simultaneously

● Multi-modality is not just practically useful, but it’s conceptually interesting as 
images provide a natural reference for language - you can’t learn Finnish from 
the radio, but maybe you can from Netflix!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.02473
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.03972.pdf


What happens now?

● Multi-modality opens new areas of investigation, 
and makes possible researching 
compositionality through image grounding.

● While humans (right) are notoriously good at 
generating new concepts on the fly, 
“generalization vs memorization” is always a 
concern in large neural models: what if we could 
produce controllable inputs that are by 
definition impossible to find in the training data?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.00828v2.pdf


Open questions and food for thoughts 

● As you may have guessed, the pessimist found 
examples of failures for multi-modality as well!

● We saw that testing in BERT often overestimated the 
model; larger models are even more complex as 
slight changes in input would drastically change 
their behavior (of course, this may in itself be an 
argument against understanding). Better testing is 
crucial.

● BERT is mildly expensive to train, but it’s nothing 
compared to the tens of M of USD required by 
GPT3: research on large language models is 
increasingly hard to do and impossible to replicate / 
validate outside few labs.

“An odd number of apples”

https://garymarcus.substack.com/p/three-ideas-from-linguistics-that
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/ADwayvunaJqBLzawa/contra-hofstadter-on-gpt-3-nonsense
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/ADwayvunaJqBLzawa/contra-hofstadter-on-gpt-3-nonsense
https://twitter.com/benjamin_hilton/status/1520733671862509568/photo/1


Open questions and food for thoughts 

● How large language models compare to formal semantics? If multi-modal 
grounding is at least a first attempt at “referential” knowledge, 
compositionality is still a very active area of research .

● Further areas to explore are pragmatics and language acquisition: babies 
learn language in a very different way (note however, that babies are also not 
doing Montague grammar)! Which generally points to the question we have 
been avoiding all along: is there one notion of “understanding a language”?

● If we consider “referential semantics” as the abstract ideal as far as 
entailments / truth conditions etc. go (in the same sense as logic is ideal 
reasoning implemented in faulty systems), is it conceivable that meaning gets 
embodied differently in different systems (a brain vs a neural network)? 

If so, will we achieve understanding multiple times in evolution and through 
multiple paths, as it happened with the bat vs the eagle wing?

https://twitter.com/tallinzen/status/1545036518443687936?s=20&t=SC4RTVVnA4Ik5-KSDEWp3w
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.08351.pdf


See you, space cowboys


